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Analysis of decays of Rydberg ions produced in beam-foil conditions 

shows that populations are observed to emerge in the form n~P, where n is 

the principal quantum number and the index B is significantly less than 

the value 3 expected from most capture models. For 130 MeV Br ions 

excited by carbon, the high angular momentum (< ) cascade may be 

described by P=3 with a truncated I -value, but a direct cascade, with t = 0, 

requires 3 = 2.4. A calculation is descnbed of the effects of the in-target 

stopping power causing a change of the initial population via Landau-Zener 

type level anti-crossings. Evidence is shown that the low-* population does 

suffer a reduction of B through this mechanism. 
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It is well known that ions transmitted through thin foil targets with 

energies per mass near one MeV/U emerge in excited single-electron 

Rydberg populations [1] [2]. The intensities of such states are high (= 60% 

per charge state), despite their relatively large sizes which must mean they 

are created close to, that is within several atomic diameters of, the target 

exit surface [3,4]. It is natural to attribute their creation to the usual 

capture, loss and excitation processes [5], and these should determine the 

actual population, i.e. distribution of quantum numbers n and < , 

emerging from the target. The present work sets out to examine some 

experimentally-determined populations [6] and relate them to the processes 

of electron capture expected to give rise to them [7] [8], taking into account 

the effects of the environment of the target's back-surface region. 

In the analysis of the decay oi populations of beam-foil excited ions, it 

is well recognised that such ions must have been created by in-target forces, 

namely the stopping power. However, the effects of the latter on the 

subsequent paths of such ions are usually ignored. But the way in which 

the back-surface region of a target may interact with an emerging ion is 

worth following in more detail. 

Let us consider an ion, characterised by a state with principal 

quantum number n, as it is created in the region of a strong dE/dx force, (of 

order 109V/cm) then travels to the vacuum. The effect of the changing 

electric field is to influence the ion's quantum state, characterised by 

parabolic quantum numbers, to change as its energy eigenvalue meets that 

of another level n'. This is the Landau-Zener effect. Referring to fig. 1, 

there is in general a finite possibility of an ordered crossing (as always 

occurs with pure hydrogenic states) and of its avoidance. However, it may 

be shown that chaos ensues if levels always "anti-cross", that is, levels 
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avoid crossing, and there am no zero-value level spacings AE. If, on the 

other hand, either the levels always cross without interaction, (hydrogenic* 

or the probability of crossing is high, then there is no change of quantum 

numbers and the population which was created will emerge in good order 

from the target. As an example of this, data on foil-excited hydrogen 

Rydberg states [9] show that the n-distribution emerges in a population 

identical to that predicted by electron-capture models. 

In the case of 130 MeV Br ions transmitted through carbon foils, the 

situation is less simple. X-ray studies of subsequent decays [4] have been 

analysed to show that there are two distinct populations: one, which gives 

rise to the well-studied yrast cascade, carries states of high angular 

momenta (I S n-1). This is well represented by a population of statistical 

form: 

p s(n€) = - n 3 L - n^ s , (1) 

which was fitted to the data with p5 = 2.19 ± 0.02. A second low angular-

momentum population 

pd(n) = n - P d (2) 

was found, specifically [6] by the observation not of cascades but of direct (d) 

decays of high-n, s-wave electrons into 2p vacancies in Ne-like B r 2 5 + ions. 

Analysis of these decays yielded a value (3d = 2.4 ± 0.1. In fig. 2 ('A' and 'O 

we represent the downstream decay characteristics of the yrast and direct 

X-rays A (1.7 kV) and C (2.7 kV), identified by 3d-2p and ns(n* 10)-2p 

X-rays into the ions of B r 2 5 + and Br 2 6 + , with curves fitted corresponding to 
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decay lifetimes calculated for hydrogen-like ions of single excited e'ectrons 

[10]. 

The p-values fitted to the data of figs. 2A, C differ significantly from 

the value (3=3 predicted by most two-body capture mechanisms; indeed, 

deviations from that value lead to a threshold discontinuity between the 

continuum and bound regions [5]. Prompted by that knowledge, we have 

attempted to fit the data of fig. 2(A) with p s = 3. This is possible provided 

that the < - distribution is truncated down from the statistical limit of eq. 

(1) with < £ n-1. The curve in fig. 2(A) is reproduced if, as n exceeds a 

value 27, the limit of < is reduced exponentially from 26 to near 20 at n = 100 

and 10 at n = 300. Such a truncation is not unreasonable physically, as 

large n's implies big orbits which would fit best into a solid lattice if 

"flattened" (elliptical). Furthermore most capture models, for example 

OBK and CDW, predict larger capture cross sections for lower < -values. 

The fit with the truncated < -distribution is not exactly a power-law form, 

such as is predicted for a statistical distribution [11], despite the appearance 

of linearity of the logarithmic plot in fig. 2(A), but the difference is small. 

The dashed curve there represents the percent deviation of the fit from a 

power law. We note that a fit to fig. 2(C) with pd = 3 is not possible, as there 

is no freedom to modify the * -distribution. As a result one must conclude 

that the direct distribution deviates from the value p = 3 predicted for it [6]. 

What an the possible effects of the environment in which a Rydberg 

ion, created just insid* a target surface, finds itself as it emerges to the 

vacuum? Is it possible that a population, of index Pd' might change due to 

excitation as the ion moves from the strong Stark field due to the stopping 

power of the medium? Burgddrfer [12] has described a classical 

calculation of this system, using a Langevin equation rf motion for the 
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stochastic force experienced. He finds that the processes of capture and 

loss lead to an equilibrium distribution of angular momenta, but with n's 

unchanged. We have performed a calculation of the (quantum) level 

crossing processes (Landau-Zener effect [13]) expected as an ion emerges 

from the dE/dx field of order lOty/cm. 

According to that theory, where two levels i and j , described by 

parabolic quantum numbers (nnin21 m I) meet, the probability that they 

cross, that is, do nol interchange quantum numbers, is given by 

Wy = expKtf), (3a) 

where 

... _*_,AP * L fe aEfl dFl-l 
ty = - f T ^ ) 2 [ 2 I 3F " dp I dtj ( 3 b ) 

in which AEy is the energy separation at closest approach as the field F 

varies with time (t), and Ej, E/ are energy eigenvalues in a static field. The 

separation AEy has been shown [13] to be well represented by 

AE,-; =2 (nn) \ * (KKkik21 « Im I) (K'K'kjkj « ImI) 8< , (3c) 
-3/2 

<!>lml 

where for i, K * (n-l)/2, ki s (I m I +ni-n2)/2, k 2 * (I m I -ni+ n2)/2(and 
r 

similarly for j (K' and kj); 8< is the quantum defect associated with the 

spherical state (n< m) and it is well known that such quantities decrease 

quickly as ? increases [14], and is effectively zero for < > 2. Qualitatively, 
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this agrees with the classical result of Burgdorfer [11] that the n-

distribution is conserved for the high-* states. 

The "d" population, which we have shown is not observed to emerge 

with a f)-value near 3, is thus the one most likely to be affected by the action 

of the Stark field as the ion emerges to the vacuum. We have performed 

Monte-Carlo simulations of the way in which an initial n*3 population is 

modified as the Rydberg ion traverses the region from a field of 10 9 V/cm to 

the vacuum. Because of the form of eq (3c), the probability argument £y 

depends strongly on nj and n ; as (njn;)"4. In our calculation we have 

applied an arbitrary constant to make % unity near n, = a,= 20 and, to 

conserve computing time, n, - values which decreased ^-values below 0.1 

were not included; sample calculations without this restriction showed 

some quantitative deviations, but insufficient to affect the conclusions given 

below. The results are shown in fig. 3, in which intensities for final states 

are plotted in the usual logarithmic form. It shows that anti-crossings 

have the effect of'lifting" low n-values out of the region of relatively high 

intensity near n = 10, with consequent re-distribution into higher values. 

There is a corresponding decrease in the resultant population index from 3 

down to an average of near 2.5 corresponding to the dashed line drawn, for 

the experimentally-studied range of n from 30 to 200 [4]. 

We conclude that the in-target Stark field can contribute to the reason 

why observed Rydberg populations differ significantly from an n*3 

distribution, and models for created initial p"s of 3 are not violated. In 

particular the model according to which the "d" population is created by 

radiative capture of convoy electrons, is still viable. 
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The present work has no bearing on the in-target processes of 

formation of high-* (yrast) states. Effectively, they should be quite 

uninfluenced by the strongly changing stopping-power field in the target, 

as levels with high < 's can cross freely. This situation may be described in 

the language of stochastic theory [15], by saying that the absence of level 

repulsions for high angular momentum states guarantees that ions' 

motions, as they recoil in targets, are not chaotic. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of Landau-Zener crossing for an ion in 

a solid. For levels i, j , which do not meet (6Eij > 0) their parabolic 

quantum numbers (nni I ml) and (n'nj I m) interchange, and the 

level distribution becomes chaotic A sufficiently fast-changing 

electric field can however, restore perfect crossing 'order*. 

Fig. 2 Downstream decay profiles of X-ray emitting states of 130 MeV Br 

ions foil-ecited in carbon. The X-rays are 

(A): 1.7 kV, the 3d-2p transition. 

(C): 2.7 kV, the ns(nS 10)-2p transition. 

The lines drawn are simultaneous fitted curves as described in 

the text. The dashed curve in (A), computed for 0s = 3, shows the 

deviations from a fitted power law of 0s = 2.19, while the fit in (C) 

is an exact power law fit for p\i = 2.4. 

Fig. 3 Computed population in terms of principal quantum number n, 

for an initially n*3 distribution modified by the effect of a dE/dx 

field reducing from 10 9 V/cm to zero. The dashed line drawn for 

the region of observation (n s 30 to 200) corresponds to a (5 of 2.5. 
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